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We have investigated the influence of electron beam generated defects on the structure of periodic lattice distortions (PLDs) which accompany charge density wave modulations in 1T-TaS$_2$ and 1T-TaSe$_2$. Lattice defects were generated through irradiation with high-energy electrons in a transmission electron microscope (TEM). Using atomically resolved high-resolution TEM imaging, we investigate the PLD structure and the changes in this structure with prolonged exposure to the electron beam. We observe the formation of dislocationlike topological defects in the PLD structure. Prolonged exposure to the electron beam also leads to an increase in density of these defects. This is also accompanied by an increase in structural disorder of the PLD. Density functional theory calculations were also performed in order to understand sulfur (S) and selenium (Se) vacancy defect formation in 1T-TaSe$_2$ and 1T-TaS$_2$ and their effects on the PLD structure. The formation energy of Se/S vacancies was calculated to be lowest for the highly displaced S/Se atoms in the vicinity of PLD maxima. Vacancies formed at the less displaced sites near the PLD minima were found to have lower formation energy. The calculations also showed that an increase in the S/Se vacancies leads to the formation of dislocations and an increase in disorder in the PLD structures. This supports the experimental observations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Charge density waves (CDWs) are periodic modulations of charge density which arise due to instabilities in the Fermi surface of low-dimensional metals [1]. The CDW state is characterized by a charge density wave as well as a periodic lattice distortion (PLD) which is the modulation of atomic positions [1–3]. In both cases, the modulation wave vector is given by \( q = 2K_F \), where \( K_F \) is the Fermi wave vector. A one-dimensional CDW can therefore be described as [2]

\[
\rho(x) = \rho_0 + \rho \cos[qx + \phi(x)],
\]

where \( \rho(x) \) is the modulated charge density, \( \rho_0 \) is the background charge density, \( \rho \) is the CDW amplitude, \( q \) is the wave vector of the CDW, and \( \phi(x) \) is the CDW phase. Quasi-two-dimensional (2D) transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) including 1T/2H-TaSe$_2$, 1T/2H-TaS$_2$, and 2H-NbSe$_2$ are low-dimensional metals that exhibit strong CDW distortions whose transition temperature and commensuration varies mainly with temperature, dimension, pressure, or doping [1].

The CDWs can be probed directly using scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) [4–6]. On the other hand, diffraction and imaging techniques, such as high-resolution and scanning transmission electron microscopy [HR(S)TEM] [7–9], electron [10–13], and neutron and x-ray diffraction [14–16], are only sensitive to the periodic lattice distortions that accompany the CDW.

The CDW condensate has been shown to slide in an electric field, thus contributing to the transport properties of the CDW material [1–3,17,18]. Theory predicts that an incommensurate CDW (ICCDW) should exhibit frictionless sliding in an electric field, leading to Fröhlich-type superconductivity [2,18]. Fröhlich superconductivity is in practice difficult to achieve since the sliding CDW is often pinned by impurities and defects [2,17–19]. It is therefore crucial to investigate the interaction of the CDW with crystalline defects and impurities in order to understand transport properties in CDW materials. The interaction of CDW with crystalline defects and impurities has been investigated indirectly through transport measurements [20] and x-ray diffraction [21–23], as well as directly through real space imaging with STM imaging [24–27]. In most cases these studies have focused on the effects of impurities introduced through cation doping on the CDW state [4,20,24,25,28]. Little attention has been directed towards the effects of chalcogen defects. Here we present a study where in situ defect generation capabilities of the TEM have been used to create chalcogen vacancy defects and at the same time determine the effects of these defects on the CDW state through HRTEM imaging. Understanding the effects of the electron beam on the CDW structure is also important since TEM methods are increasingly useful in examining modulated CDW structures at spatial high resolutions [7–9]. Indeed HR(S)TEM methods are some of the few approaches capable of examining the CDW/PLD and atomic structure of freestanding single layers.

Defect creation in the TEM arises from the interactions of the sample with the fast electrons. This may include defect creation through electronic excitations (ionization) or by elastic collisions of the fast electrons with the lattice atoms (knock-on) [29–32]. Other interaction mechanisms include...
local heating and charging in insulating compounds [29]. The ionization damage mechanism is dominant at low electron energies [29]. At higher electron energies the generation of vacancies is mostly through the knock-on mechanism. [29]

It has been shown that at low electron beam energies below 100 keV, the defects caused by electron beam irradiation in TMDCs include single chalcogen vacancies, divacancies, self-interstitials, and extended defects [30]. Calculations have also shown that the knock-on threshold for heavier atoms such as tantalum (Ta), molybdenum (Mo), and niobium (Nb) atoms is at high electron energies in the order of 500 keV [30]. Therefore, the nature of the atoms and the electron beam energy play a role in determining which atoms are displaced. In the case of $1T$-TaS$_2$/$1T$-TaSe$_2$ the large mass difference between chalcogen atoms and Ta atoms means S and Se atoms are selectively displaced before the Ta atoms [30,31]. Regardless of the defect creation mechanism, the created defects can migrate, interact, and agglomerate to form extended defects like vacancy lines, grain boundaries at the inversion domains, or holes [32–34]. Mutka et al. showed the capability of electron irradiation on the creation of defects in $1T$-TaS$_2$ using extremely high-energy electrons on the order of 2 MeV [35]. However, these very high-energy electrons knock out both the Ta and S atoms from the lattice leading to rapid amorphization of the sample.

Here, we use a much lower accelerating voltage of 80 keV which is much lower than the knock-out threshold of the Ta atom. These imaging conditions are expected to give rise to mainly lattice defects in the form of S/Se single vacancies, divacancies, and extended line defects [30,31]. In addition, we investigate the effects of the created vacancies on the structure of the PLD. The CDW/PLD condensate can be considered to be an independent electronic crystal. This means the CDW/PLD condensate shows a crystallinelike response to crystalline defects through elastic deformation and formation of dislocations, or domain boundaries [2,4,36]. Indeed, atomic resolved electron microscopy has been used to show CDW/PLD dislocations and disorder in charge-ordered transition metal oxides [37]. As we show here, real space imaging of the PLD and analysis with HRTEM provides a method to observe these effects as well the elastic response of the CDW to lattice defects arising from the electron beam in the TEM.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. HRTEM imaging

In this paper we focused on a few-layers-thick $1T$-TaS$_2$ and $1T$-TaSe$_2$ samples obtained through mechanical exfoliation. The choice of this sample thickness was primarily motivated by the fact that single layers of $1T$-TaS$_2$ and $1T$-TaSe$_2$ materials are readily oxidized which leads to the suppression of the CDW [8]. HRTEM imaging was performed on a FEI Titan 80-300 TEM equipped with an objective lens spherical aberration (Cs) corrector and operated at 80 kV. The field assisted Schottky emitter was operated at a reduced extraction voltage of 2000 V. During HRTEM imaging a small negative aberration coefficient value of $-20 \mu$m and small positive focus were used. To investigate the effects of electron beam generated defects on the CDW/PLD, successive HRTEM images were obtained at the same sample region at an electron dose on the order of $\sim 10^6 e^-/nm^2$. The exposure time for the acquisition of the HRTEM images was on the order of 1 s. HRTEM image analysis was done using the Gatan DIGITAL MICROGRAPH software as well as the open source software IMAGE J and GWYDDION.

B. Analyzing the structure of periodic lattice distortion (PLD) from HRTEM images

1. Atomic structure of PLD distorted $1T$-TaSe$_2$/$1T$-TaS$_2$

Commensurate CDW/PLD modulation is shown by $1T$-TaS$_2$ and $1T$-TaSe$_2$ characterized by a $\sqrt{3}a_0 \times \sqrt{3}a_0$ superlattice ($a_0$ = lattice parameter) at 180 and 300 K, respectively [1]. The atomic structure of the commensurate CDW (CCDW) distorted $1T$-TaS$_2$/$1T$-TaSe$_2$ is described in terms of clusters of displaced Ta atoms known as Star-of-David clusters [14]. In Fig. 1 the solid lines show individual single Star-of-David clusters consisting of 13 Ta atoms. The dotted lines display the $\sqrt{3}a_0 \times \sqrt{3}a_0$ superlattice which connects four Star-of-David clusters. The depicted PLD modulation results in three inequivalent Ta positions labeled as Ta1, Ta2, and Ta3. Ta1 is at the center of the 13-Ta-atom Star-of-David cluster. There are six Ta2’s connected to a Ta1 within the same cluster. The Ta3 is found at the apex of the Star-of-David cluster [14]. Maximum Ta distortion/displacement is found at position Ta3. The Ta1 atom found at the center of the cluster shows no displacement. PLD distortion also gives rise to the displacement of Se atoms in a manner similar to Ta atom displacement. This results in five Se inequivalent sites. These inequivalent sites are labeled as Se1–Se5 in Fig. 1. The maximum displacement/distortion of S/Se atoms is in the vicinity of the Ta3 which is found at the apex of the Star-of-David (PLD maxima) [14].

FIG. 1. A schematic showing the atomic structure of the PLD distorted $1T$-TaSe$_2$. The solid lines show single Star-of-David clusters consisting of 13 Ta atoms each. The dotted line shows the $\sqrt{3}a_0 \times \sqrt{3}a_0$ superlattice which connects four Star-of-David clusters. Ta atoms are depicted using large solid circles while Se atoms are depicted using small solid circles and squares. The inequivalent Ta sites are labeled, Ta1, Ta2, and Ta3. The inequivalent Se sites are marked with a square and labeled 1–5 for Se positions Se1–Se5, respectively.
FIG. 2. (a) HRTEM image of 1T-TaSe$_2$ showing intensity modulation due to the PLD. (b) Fourier transform (FT) pattern of the HRTEM image with the reflections from the underlying 1T-TaSe$_2$ structure ($\mathbf{g}_{010}$, $\mathbf{g}_{100}$, $\mathbf{g}_{-110}$) and $q_1$, $q_2$, $q_3$ superlattice spots (within the dashed circle). In the FT pattern $|q_i| \sim 0.81$ Å$^{-1}$ a Gaussian mask (dashed circles) selecting the superlattice spots is also shown. (c) PLD structure obtained selecting the superlattice reflections $q_1$, $q_2$, $q_3$ with the circular Gaussian mask followed by inverse FT. (d) PLD maxima; (e) Voronoi and (f) Delaunay diagrams of the PLD maxima.

2. HRTEM imaging of the PLD structure

In strongly distorted CDW materials, the effects of atomic displacements associated with the PLD state can be probed in real space using atomically resolved HR(S)TEM imaging or in diffraction (Fourier) space [7,10,37]. Figure 2(a) presents a HRTEM image from PLD distorted 1T-TaSe$_2$. The HRTEM image is characterized by a bright, dark contrast modulation of the atomic columns due to the PLD. The corresponding Fourier transform (FT) pattern of the HRTEM image is displayed in Fig. 2(b). The FT pattern is characterized by a central peak; $\mathbf{g}_{100}$, $\mathbf{g}_{010}$, $\mathbf{g}_{-110}$ spots from the underlying 1T-TaSe$_2$ structure, and the superlattice spots $q_1$, $q_2$, $q_3$ due to the PLD modulation. These superlattice reflections arise from three charge density waves with wave vectors $\mathbf{q}_{i=1,2,3}$ where $|\mathbf{q}_{i=1,2,3}| \approx (1/\sqrt{3}a_0)$ [1]. By selecting and masking the superlattice spots $q_1$, $q_2$, $q_3$ with a circular Gaussian mask [shown by dashed circles in Fig. 2(b)] followed by inverse FT, it is possible to visualize the PLD structure. The inner radius of the circular Gaussian mask used had dimensions of $\frac{1}{3}|\mathbf{q}_i|$ and an outer radius of $\frac{2}{3}|\mathbf{q}_i|$. Figure 2(c) displays a periodic image showing the PLD structure. In the image the bright and dark regions correspond to the maxima and minima of the PLD, respectively. The distance between respective PLD maxima/minima in the image corresponds to $\sqrt{3}a_0$.

3. Quantitative HRTEM image analysis of changes in the PLD structure

Theory has shown that a CDW/PLD condensate can be considered to be a deformable 2D electron crystal [2,36]. The strain response of the CDW/PLD condensate is therefore analogous to be elastic deformation observed in real crystals. It has been shown that the elastic response of the CDW is as a result of interactions of the CDW with crystalline defects [4].

Prolonged exposure of 1T-TaSe$_2$/1T-TaS$_2$ layers to the electron beam leads to the formation of S/Se single vacancies, divacancies, and extended defects. We therefore expect the CDW/PLD to show an elastic response to these electron beam induced defects [30,31,35]. Isolating the PLD therefore enables the analysis of the structural deformation in the PLD that may arise due to interactions with defects induced by the electron beam. Here we use geometrical phase analysis (GPA) of PLD distorted HRTEM images as well as Voronoi/Delaunay analysis of the PLD structure to study these deformations of the PLD structure. GPA is a quantitative image analysis method which has been successfully used to analyze strain and deformations in atomic scale HR(S)TEM images [38,39]. GPA analysis gives a 2D strain tensor $\varepsilon_{ij}$ with components $\varepsilon_{xx}$, $\varepsilon_{yy}$ and shear strain component $\omega_{xy}$ as well as the rotation $\alpha_{xy}$. In particular, GPA also provides information regarding structural deformations around topological defects such as domains, grain boundaries, and dislocations [38]. It can therefore be used to identify these topological defects in atomic scale images. GPA has also been extended to study changes in modulated superstructures arising from charge ordering and octahedral tilts in transition metal oxides [40,41]. In this paper GPA analysis of the PLD structure is done following the procedure used for HR(S)TEM images [38]. This involves the calculation of the squared modulus of FT from the HRTEM of the PLD modulated 1T-TaSe$_2$ and 1T-TaS$_2$ structure. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the resulting pattern consists of superlattice spots from the PLD and the underlying 1T-TaSe$_2$ structure. The superlattice and main spots represent the periodicities in the main structure and the PLD structure, respectively. Furthermore, the structure and the shape of the spots are related to the distortions present in the respective lattices. Gaussian masks are then used to select a pair of noncollinear superlattice spots and subsequently the strain maps are calculated as described in the literature [38]. The size of the mask used was 0.5 nm$^{-1}$. This then corresponds to a real space spatial resolution of 2 nm. The effects of the mask size in the GPA calculations are presented in the Supplemental Material [42]. In this paper a Digital Micrograph script was used for GPA strain analysis [43].

Complementary to GPA analysis, topological defects in the PLD are also visualized and analyzed using Voronoi and Delaunay triangulation of the PLD structure [4]. The Voronoi diagram of the PLD structure is created by defining the location of the maxima/minima in the PLD image. The maxima of the PLD are shown in Fig. 2(d). Connecting each PLD maximum with all of the nearest neighbors results in a Delaunay diagram. Perpendicular bisection of the lines joining each PLD maxima/minima to the nearest PLD maxima/minima gives the Voronoi diagram of the PLD structure. An undamaged PLD structure can be considered to be a triangular lattice where each maxima/minima point has six nearest neighbors. The Voronoi diagram of an undamaged PLD lattice therefore consists of hexagons [4]. On the other hand a defected lattice results in the number of nearest neighbors being larger or smaller than six. This results in polygons which are greater or smaller than a hexagon. Similarly, the Delaunay diagram of a defect-free PLD structure consists of PLD maxima with a coordination of six nearest maxima. This coordination is then larger or smaller than 6
in defected PLD structures. Voronoi and Delaunay diagrams of a defect-free PLD structure are shown in Figs. 2(e) and 2(f), respectively. In 2D triangular structures, two types of topological defects can be identified in the Voronoi/Delaunay diagram. This includes disclinations which are represented by single non-six-sided polygons and dislocations which consist of a pair of disclinations [44–47]. In this work, the free software IMAGEJ was used to create and analyze Voronoi and Delaunay diagrams from the PLD images.

C. Density functional calculations

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were also carried out in order to understand vacancy formation in PLD distorted 1T-TaS$_2$/1T-TaSe$_2$. Vacancy formation energies were calculated for different S and Se positions in the CDW modulated 1T-TaS$_2$ and 1T-TaSe$_2$ unit cells. These positions, Se1–Se5, are marked with squares in Fig. 1 [14]. DFT calculations were performed with the projector augmented wave (PAW) method [48] using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) employing the VASP 2012 PAW sets [49,50]. A plane wave basis cutoff of 400 eV was used, and the formation energies were the same within 0.1 eV upon decreasing the cutoff to 300 eV. Defect formation energies of the CDW phase were calculated in 5 × 5 supercells (325 formula units). Models for disordered arrangements of vacancies were constructed using special quasirandom structures [51] in 4 × 4 supercells (208 formula units). For isolated defects and disordered models, only the Γ point was used to sample the Brillouin zone. The atomic positions were relaxed until the maximal residual force was smaller than 5 meV/Å. The vacancy formation energies were calculated with respect to the Se chemical potential of the Se dimer.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Experimental results

1. Disorder in the PLD structure

Figure 3(a) displays a HRTEM image from a few layers of 1T-TaS$_2$ obtained at 300 K at an electron dose of 1.2 × 10$^6$ e$^-$/nm$^2$. The corresponding FT pattern is displayed in Fig. 3(b). The FT image displays the main reflections from the 1T-TaS$_2$ structure as well as the superlattice spots arising from the nearly commensurate CDW (NCCDW) modulation characteristic of 1T-TaS$_2$ at 300 K [1]. Figure 3(c) displays the same sample region after a few seconds of exposure to the electron beam. The corresponding FT pattern after exposure is displayed in Fig. 3(d).

In the FT obtained after prolonged exposure, we observe that the superlattice reflections have become more diffuse but the reflections from the underlying 1T-TaS$_2$ structure are largely unchanged. At the same time the HRTEM images in Figs. 3(a) and 3(c) show that the layer is still intact. Similarly we explored the evolution of PLD structure in commensurately CDW distorted 1T-TaSe$_2$. By using the method to visualize the PLD from the HRTEM images elucidated in the previous section, respective PLDs were also obtained after every exposure. Figures 4(a)–4(c) show successive HRTEM images obtained from the 1T-TaSe$_2$ layers. The PLDs derived from the respective HRTEM images are shown in Figs. 4(d)–4(f). It can be clearly seen that with increased beam exposure the respective PLD shows increasing disorder.

Increasing structural disorder in the PLD with exposure to the electron beam is also confirmed by autocorrelation (AC)
FIG. 5. Intensity profiles obtained from the autocorrelation (AC) images in Figs. 4(g)–4(i). The decrease in the value of AC from (g) to (i) shows increasing disorder in the PLD structure with exposure to the electron beam.

analysis of the PLD images. Autocorrelation analysis has been successfully used on STM images of doped CDW materials to show disorder in the CDW/PLD structure as a function of doping [4,24,25]. Autocorrelation of atomic scale images represents the probability of finding an atom/feature at a position \( r \), relative to any given atom/feature site in the image [52–54]. This describes how an atomic scale image correlates to itself when the image is displaced with respect to itself in all directions. The value of the AC at a point \((x,y)\) denotes the autocorrelation with all neighboring points. The center of the AC image is at \( r = 0 \) which has an autocorrelation value of 1. In periodic structures characterized by a periodic distance \( r \), the value of the AC is close to 1 showing a high degree of correlation. On the other hand, the AC value decays rapidly towards zero in disordered structures. The AC images of the respective PLD images are shown in Figs. 4(g)–4(i). In Fig. 5 we show intensity profiles obtained from the AC images presented in Figs. 4(g)–4(i). The AC profiles show periodic patterns reflecting the main periodicity in the PLD. This corresponds to the distance between neighboring PLD maxima/minima, which is also equal to the magnitude of the modulation wave vector. The profiles are also characterized by reduction of AC value with increasing exposure to the electron beam. The decrease in the value of AC from Fig. 4(g) to 4(i) shows increased disorder in the PLD structure with increased beam exposure.

2. Defects in the PLD structure

We use Voronoi/Delaunay triangulation and strain mapping with GPA analysis to investigate the presence of topological defects that may occur in the PLD structure as a response to beam exposure. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the HRTEM image and FT pattern obtained from the PLD distorted 1T-TaSe₂ layer respectively. The \( g_{100} \) and \( g_{010} \) spots from the underlying 1T-TaSe₂ structure and the superlattice spots \( q_1 \), \( q_2 \) from the PLD modulation are also marked. We first used the \( g_{100} \) and \( g_{010} \) spots to calculate the \( \varepsilon_{xx} \) and \( \varepsilon_{yy} \) strain maps for the underlying 1T-TaSe₂ structure. These strain maps are shown in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), respectively.

Similarly, we also calculated the strain maps for the PLD structure using the superlattice reflections \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \). The \( \varepsilon_{xx} \) and \( \varepsilon_{yy} \) strain maps derived from the PLD structure are shown in Figs. 6(e) and 6(f), respectively. The dotted square shows a dislocation core in the PLD structure. A dislocation core is shown in more detail in Figs. 6(e) and 6(f) for \( \varepsilon_{xx} \) and \( \varepsilon_{yy} \), respectively. The gray scale indicates strain changes of \(-5\%\) to \(+5\%\).

FIG. 6. (a) HRTEM image of 1T-TaSe₂ after exposure to the electron beam obtained at 300 K with an electron dose of \(3.2 \times 10^6 \text{e}^-/\text{nm}^2\). (b) FT pattern obtained from the HRTEM image showing the \( g_{010} \) and \( g_{100} \) reflections from the underlying 1T-TaSe₂ structure. The superlattice spots \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \) due to PLD modulation are also marked. (c) \( \varepsilon_{xx} \), (d) \( \varepsilon_{yy} \) strain maps calculated from the main 1T-TaSe₂ structure using the \( g_{100} \) and \( g_{010} \) spots. (e) \( \varepsilon_{xx} \), (f) \( \varepsilon_{yy} \) strain maps calculated for the PLD structure using the superlattice spots \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \). The dotted square shows a dislocation core in the PLD structure. A dislocation core is shown in more detail in (e),(f) for \( \varepsilon_{xx} \) and \( \varepsilon_{yy} \), respectively. The gray scale indicates strain changes of \(-5\%\) to \(+5\%\).
This observation can be explained by the difference in the magnitude of lattice displacements arising from dislocations in the underlying 1\textit{T}-TaSe\textsubscript{2} structure and in the PLD structure, respectively.

The magnitude and direction of structural distortion arising from a dislocation is represented by the Burgers vector. It has been shown that the magnitude of the Burgers vector for structural dislocations in many two-dimensional TMDCs is on the order of one lattice parameter [47]. On the other hand, as shown in this paper and in the literature, the magnitude of the Burgers vector for a PLD dislocation is on the order of one PLD wavelength [4]. This corresponds to a Burgers vector length of \(\sim 1.25 \text{ nm}\) in 1\textit{T}-TaSe\textsubscript{2}. As already mentioned the PLD superlattice is several times larger than the unit cell of 1\textit{T}-TaSe\textsubscript{2}. Therefore the displacement arising from a PLD dislocation in the PLD structure is much larger than the displacement caused by a structural dislocation in the underlying 1\textit{T}-TaSe\textsubscript{2} structure. In addition to the differences in the magnitude of displacement, the resolution of structural displacement investigated in the GPA method is determined by the radius of the aperture used to select spots in FT. In this work we used masks of radius 0.5 nm\(^{-1}\) corresponding to a spatial resolution of 2 nm. The GPA spatial resolution used in the calculation is therefore only sufficient to observe displacements in the PLD and not in the underlying 1\textit{T}-TaSe\textsubscript{2} structure. However, this also enables the PLD structure to be analyzed independently. The minimum radius of the GPA aperture necessary to visualize defects in the strain maps of the underlying 1\textit{T}-TaSe\textsubscript{2} structure was determined to be 2 nm\(^{-1}\) [42]. A higher spatial resolution is therefore required to observe defects in the underlying 1\textit{T}-TaSe\textsubscript{2} structure than in the PLD structure.

In order to confirm the presence of dislocations in the PLD structure we compared the results obtained from GPA to those obtained with Voronoi and Delaunay diagram triangulation. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) display the HRTEM image and the PLD structure derived from 1\textit{T}-TaSe\textsubscript{2} after exposure to the electron beam. Figure 7(c) shows the Voronoi diagram of the PLD structure. Each point in the Voronoi diagram represents a PLD maxima and the polygon is defined by perpendicular bisectors of the line connecting the maxima to its nearest neighbors. In the defect-free region, the Voronoi diagram consists of hexagons. Defected regions are characterized by non-six-sided polygons which indicate the presence of topological defects in the PLD structure [4]. Two types of topological defects can be identified using this approach, disclinations which are represented by single non-six-sided polygons (4, 5, 7, 8) and dislocations which consist of pairs of 7/5 disclinations. In Fig. 7(c) we have marked single disclinations and disclination pairs using shaded polygons. This is also evident in the corresponding Delaunay diagram shown in Fig. 7(d). In the defect-free region of the PLD structures, the corresponding Delaunay diagram features PLD maxima/minima coordinated to six nearest neighboring maxima/minima. The number of connections to the nearest neighbors is therefore six for defect-free PLD structures. Defects in the PLD then lead to a local maxima coordination of more or less than six. The heptagons, pentagons, and squares shown in the Delaunay diagram represent seven, five, and coordinated sites respectively. Figures 7(e) and 7(f) respectively display the \(\varepsilon_{xx}\) and \(\varepsilon_{yy}\) strain maps calculated for the PLD structure. The regions characterized by PLD dislocation cores are marked with dotted circles.

\(\varepsilon_{xx}\) and \(\varepsilon_{yy}\) strain maps calculated for the PLD structure. The regions characterized by PLD dislocation cores are marked with dotted circles.

The Voronoi/Delaunay analysis of a PLD dislocation is shown in more detail in Fig. 8. Figures 8(a)–8(c) respectively display the PLD from 1\textit{T}-TaSe\textsubscript{2}. (b) Voronoi diagram with PLD maxima as points and polygon defined by perpendicular bisectors of the line connecting the maxima to its nearest neighbors. The shaded polygons represent nonhexagon (4, 5, 7, 8) polygons in the Voronoi diagram. (d) A Delaunay diagram showing the connection between a PLD maximum and the nearest maximum. The heptagons, pentagons, and squares represent seven, five, and four coordinated sites, respectively. Calculated PLD strain showing the presence of dislocations maps for (e) \(\varepsilon_{xx}\), (f) \(\varepsilon_{yy}\). Dislocation cores are marked with dotted circles.

\(\varepsilon_{xx}\) and \(\varepsilon_{yy}\) strain maps calculated for the PLD structure. The regions characterized by PLD dislocation cores are marked with dotted circles.

The Voronoi/Delaunay analysis of a PLD dislocation is shown in more detail in Fig. 8. Figures 8(a)–8(c) respectively display the PLD from 1\textit{T}-TaSe\textsubscript{2}. (b) Voronoi diagram with dislocations characterized by a 7/5 disclination pair. (c) Delaunay diagram with a possible Burgers circuit around the dislocation. The seven- and fivefold coordinated sites are indicated using a heptagon and pentagon, respectively.

\(\varepsilon_{xx}\) and \(\varepsilon_{yy}\) strain maps calculated for the PLD structure. The regions characterized by PLD dislocation cores are marked with dotted circles.

The Voronoi/Delaunay analysis of a PLD dislocation is shown in more detail in Fig. 8. Figures 8(a)–8(c) respectively display the PLD from 1\textit{T}-TaSe\textsubscript{2}. (b) Voronoi diagram with dislocations characterized by a 7/5 disclination pair. (c) Delaunay diagram with a possible Burgers circuit around the dislocation. The seven- and fivefold coordinated sites are indicated using a heptagon and pentagon, respectively.
display the PLD structure, Voronoi, and Delaunay of a PLD structure with a dislocation. As can be observed in Fig. 8(b), a dislocation is represented by pairs of 7/5 disclinations. The respective Delaunay diagram of the PLD is shown in Fig. 8(c). The Delaunay diagram also displays a Burgers circuit drawn around the PLD dislocation. The magnitude of the Burgers vector is determined from the Delaunay triangulation to be \(\sim 1.23\) nm. This corresponds to one PLD wavelength. Similar results have confirmed that PLD dislocations are characterized by a Burgers vector of magnitude proportional to the wavelength of the PLD modulation \[4,37\].

Visualization of PLD topological defects through Voronoi/Delaunay analysis presented above also enables the study of their development with increased exposure to the beam. This is shown in more detail in Fig. 9.

Figures 9(a)–9(c) display successive PLD structures [which were also shown in Figs. 5(d)–9(f)] obtained after prolonged beam exposure. Panels (I) and (II) displays the calculated Voronoi and Delaunay diagrams of the PLD structure, respectively. It can be clearly seen that the number of PLD defects including dislocations increases with increased beam exposure. The increase in the density of PLD defects is visible in the increasing number of disclinations that can be observed in the Voronoi (panel I) and Delaunay diagrams (panel II). Comparing the results on PLD defects shown in Fig. 9 with the corresponding autocorrelation plots in Figs. 4(g)–4(i) and 5 we see that a high degree of PLD disorder corresponds to a higher density of PLD defects. We also see that the density of dislocations and PLD disorder increases with exposure to the electron beam.

B. Comparison with calculations

In the following section we compare the obtained experimental results with the results obtained from DFT calculations. In particular we look at (1) the type and character of defects formed in CDW/PLD distorted 1\(T\)-TaSe\(_2\) and 1\(T\)-TaS\(_2\) structures, and (2) the effects of these defects on the structure of the periodic lattice distortion.

1. Chalcogen vacancy formation in PLD distorted 1\(T\)-TaSe\(_2\)/1\(T\)-TaS\(_2\) single layers

We calculated the formation energies of chalcogen S and Se single vacancies in PLD distorted 1\(T\)-TaSe\(_2\) and 1\(T\)-TaS\(_2\) monolayers. The formation energies were calculated for different S and Se positions in PLD modulated single layers. These S/Se positions are labeled as Se1–Se5 and are indicated as squares in Fig. 1 \[14\]. The positions of the respective single Se vacancies with respect to the distorted atomic structure and PLD are shown in Fig. 10 for a PLD modulated 1\(T\)-TaSe\(_2\) single layer. In Fig. 10(a) we display a calculated HRTEM image for modulated 1\(T\)-TaSe\(_2\) single layers without any defects. The \(\sqrt{13}a_0 \times \sqrt{13}a_0\) superlattice due to the PLD modulation is indicated by the dotted parallelogram. A Star-of-David cluster consisting of 13 Ta atoms (large solid spheres) and Se atoms (small solid spheres) is also shown. In Figs. 10(b)–10(f) we show calculated HRTEM images for a PLD modulated 1\(T\)-TaSe\(_2\) single layer with single Se vacancies at Se positions Se1–Se5, respectively \[14\].
The corresponding formation energies of single S and Se vacancies at various inequivalent positions indicated in Fig. 10 are shown in Table I. The formation energies for S vacancies in commensurately modulated $1T$-TaS$_2$ are also included in the table.

As can be deduced in Table I atomic positions Se$_1$, Se$_2$, Se$_5$ have lower vacancy formation energy than positions Se$_3$, Se$_4$. As can be observed in Figs. 1 and 10, positions Se$_1$, Se$_2$, Se$_5$ are at the maxima of the PLD and positions Se$_3$, Se$_4$ are at the minima of the PLD. This is also the case with PLD distorted $1T$-TaS$_2$ structures. In PLD distorted $1T$-TaS$_2$ and $1T$-TaSe$_2$ structures the atoms that have undergone the most displacement are in the vicinity of the Ta$_3$ at the apex of the Star-of-David cluster. Therefore the formation energy of S and Se single vacancies is much lower at these highly distorted sites. On the other hand, atoms at the vicinity of the PLD minima have undergone the least displacement. This corresponds to the atoms in the vicinity of the Ta$_1$ center of a Star-of-David cluster. Consequently, the formation energy of S and Se single vacancies is much higher at these less distorted S and Se sites.

### 2. PLD disorder and defects in calculated structures

In addition, we also calculated the effects of increased Se vacancy defect density on the PLD structure in $1T$-TaSe$_2$ single layers.
FIG. 13. Calculated (a) HRTEM image, (b) PLD, (c) \( \varepsilon_{xx} \), (d) \( \varepsilon_{yy} \), of a defect-free 1T-TaSe\(_2\). Calculated (e) HRTEM image (f) PLD, (g) \( \varepsilon_{xx} \), (h) \( \varepsilon_{yy} \), of 1T-TaSe\(_2\) with a defect density of 0.21 \( \text{nm}^{-2} \)

in Figs. 13(b)–13(d), respectively. The PLD structure of the defect-free 1T-TaSe\(_2\) structure does not show any disorder or defects. Consequently no deformation arising from PLD dislocations can be observed in the respective strain maps. Similarly the calculated HRTEM image of defected PLD distorted 1T-TaSe\(_2\) is shown in Fig. 13(e). The PLD structure, \( \varepsilon_{xx} \), and \( \varepsilon_{yy} \) strain maps from defect-free 1T-TaSe\(_2\) are shown in Figs. 13(f)–13(h), respectively. In contrast to the defect-free structure the PLD structure of the defected 1T-TaSe\(_2\) is characterized by disorder and dislocations. This supports the observations made in the experiment.

In the previous section we have used DFT calculations based on single 1T-TaSe\(_2\)/TaS\(_2\) layers in order to understand the effects of S/Se point defects on the CDW structure. On the other hand our experimental results were based on a few layers of both structures. It is clear that the single layer describes the interaction between point defects and CDW quite well. This is the case since in both multilayer and single-layer cases we observed development of dislocations and disorder in the CDW structure with increasing S/Se vacancy defects. In addition, our experiments also agree with previous STM studies which showed CDW dislocations and disorder with increased impurities in the structure [4]. STM is only surface sensitive and therefore does not measure bulk properties. While impurities have been shown to increase disorder in the 3D stacking [55], the main interaction of the CDW with point defects created by the electron beam can be considered to be within the atomic layers. A calculation based on a single layer is therefore a good approximation of the process that happens when a CDW interacts with defects within the atomic layer. Secondly the calculations on the single layers are important in their own since they show a particular trait of point defect formations in CDW distorted structures. They show that defects are preferentially formed at the highly distorted sites.

We have therefore observed two main electron beam induced effects on the PLD structure in 1T-TaSe\(_2\) and 1T-TaS\(_2\). These include formation of dislocation-like defects and increased structural PLD disorder. It is important to note that dislocation-type defects and the disorder shown here are in the PLD structure and not the underlying 1T-TaSe\(_2\)/1T-TaS\(_2\) atomic lattice. In general, the interaction of the CDW with lattice defects has been explained in terms of the interaction between the CDW and possible Friedel oscillations associated with the crystalline defects [21,36,55–62]. Point defects in metals can cause a local Fermi surface instability which results in damped oscillations of the charge density around the defect [56]. These local Friedel oscillations have a period \( \sim 2K_F \) where \( K_F \) is the Fermi wave vector [21,56]. In metallic and CDW distorted dichalcogenides, the point defects and impurities could also result in local Friedel oscillations which also have the same period as the CDW distortion [59]. The interference of the CDW and the Friedel oscillations leads to the phase of the CDW being pinned locally at the crystalline defect. In the present case, the irradiation with an electron beam creates mainly chalcogen localized defects which include vacancies, divacancies, and interstitials as well as extended defects. These defects may pin the phase of the CDW locally inducing strain in the CDW lattice since the CDW reacts elastically by deforming around the defect [61]. With increase in the concentration of defects as a result of prolonged beam exposure, elastic deformation is no longer enough to overcome the pinning energy leading to the formation of topological defects such as dislocations [35]. The number of these CDW defects will increase rapidly with increasing concentration of irradiation defects. With increasing number of defects the CDW becomes more disordered.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

We have investigated the influence of electron beam generated lattice defects on the structure of the periodic lattice distortion (PLD) which accompanies charge density wave modulations in 1T-TaS\(_2\) and 1T-TaSe\(_2\). We have exploited the *in situ* defect generation capabilities of the electron beam in a transmission electron microscope to create defects, at the same time determining the effects of these defects on the
structure of the PLD. We observe the formation of dislocation-like topological defects in the PLD structure as well as the loss of CDW long-range order with increased exposure to the electron beam. DFT calculations provided insights into the formation of atomic defects in the crystal lattice and also made it possible to assess the effects of increased defect density on the PLD structure. The formation energy of S and Se vacancy defects is found to be lowest in the vicinity of the highly distorted atomic sites and highest at the less distorted atomic site. Increasing the defect density in the DFT calculations is shown to lead to an increase in disorder and defects in the PLD structures, in good agreement with our experimental observations.
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